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Abstract  

The performance of acomputer is intensely reliant on the attributes of it's interconnect construction modelling. 

An ineffectively planned framework bus can throttle the transfer of instructions and information in the middle of 

memory and processor, or between peripheral device and memory.Subsequently memory access time has been a 

bottleneck which confines system performance. AHB DMA Controller is intended to handle this issue. The 

Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture design (AMBA) particular characterizes an on chip communication 

standards for designing high performance embedded microcontrollers. This paper concentrates on the best way 

to construct an AMBA Advanced High execution Bus (AHB) based DMA controller that can work productively 

in multi-expert and multi-slave correspondence model.This paper evaluated the outline of a broadly useful 

AHB-DMA controller which has two channels to perform read/write operations between the memory and 

adaptable interface (SPI, I2C, USB and so forth.). Every DMA channel empowers development of information 

from a source AHB location to the IP or IP to the destination AHB address, for a given customized tally. At the 

point when the customized bytes (information) are exchanged to/from the framework memory, an "End of 

transfer interrupt" is produced by the DMA for every channel. 

Keywords: AMBA, AHB bus, Tx-FIFO, Rx-FIFO, IP Interface. 

1. Introduction 

DMA Controller Description 

The DMA is an AMBA advanced high-performance bus (AHB) module that features three AHB ports: a slave 

port for DMA programming and two master ports (peripheral and memory ports) that allow the DMA to initiate 

data transfers between different slave modules. The DMA allows data transfers to take place in the background, 

without the intervention of the processor. During this operation, the main processor can execute other tasks and 

it is only interrupted when a whole data block is available for processing. Large amounts of data can be 

transferred with no major impact on the system performance. The DMA is mainly used to implement central 

data buffer storage (usually in the system SRAM) for different peripheral modules. Each DMA has two port, 

one peripheral port and one memory port, which can work simultaneously. DMA has three modes of operation. 
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Direct memory access, a technique for transferring data from main memory to a device without passing it 

through the CPU.Computers that have DMA channels can transfer data to and from devices much more quickly 

than computers without a DMA channel can. 

AMBA AHB Protocol 

AMBA stands for Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture.AMBA remains for Progressed Microcontroller 

Bus Building design. It is broadly utilized as the on chip transport in SOC (System on Chip) plans. AMBA is 

three sorts AHB (advance high performance bus), ASP(advance peripheral bus), ASB(advance System Bus) 

among which AHB is utilized for high speed, low inactivity and high frequency operation. AHB supports 32, 

64, and 128-bit databus implementations with a fixed 32-bit address bus. It is a synchronous bus that supports 

burst and pipelining of accesses to enhance throughput. AHB supports various masters.  

The Arbiter has the assignment of figuring out which master get the opportunity to do an entrance. Each transfer 

has a location/control phase and a different data phase. They are both pipelined (capable to begin the following 

transfer arbitration and address phase while completing the current transfer). 

A typical AMBA AHB system design includes the following components: 

AHB Master: 

The bus master actually controls the bus paths on which the address and control signals flow. Once these are set 

up, the flow of data bits goes directly between the I/O device and the microprocessor.A bus master has the 

capacity to initiate read and write operations by giving a location and control data. One and only master is 

permitted to effectively utilize the bus at any one time. 

AHB slave:  

A bus slave reacts to a read and write operation inside a given location space range. The bus slave signal back to 

the active master the achievement, disappointment or holding up of the information or data transfer. 

AHB arbiter: 

The bus arbiter ensures that only one bus master at a time is allowed to initiate data transfers even though the 

arbitration protocol is fixed, any. 

AHB decoder: 

The AHB decoder is utilized to decode the address of every exchange and give a select signal to the slave that is 

included in the transfer. A single unified decoder is needed in all AHB implementations. 

2. Highlightsof construction modelling 

AHB DMA Test Plan 

The test plan is to verify the AHB-DMA IP. One side Interface to the DMA is the AHBAMBA2.0 bus and other 

side interface is asynchronous IP interface. Each DMA channel enables movement of data from a source AHB 

address or to a Destination AHB Address, for a given programmed count. 

Test Bench Platform 
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Fig.2: Test Bench for the verification of DMA Controller 

 
This is the block diagram for Test Bench for the verification of DMA Controller. 
Yellow colors indicate the test bench components. Red color indicates the Design under test. 

Detailed Description of Test Bench Components:- 

AHB Arbiter 
Following are the interface signals of this block, 
** n = 0,1,2,3. 

 
This is a general purpose Arbiter which supports 4 masters and single slave,it works in round robin fashion , 

Grant given to master 0 followed by master 1 then master2 and then master 3. By default the grant goes to 

master 0. The address phase owner can change only on aposedgeHCLK when HREADY is asserted. The 
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granted master assumes control of the address andattributes. The data phase mux is moved from one master to 

the other after the master's address is taken (slv_hready_in asserted). 

 

AHB Decoder:- 
Following are the interface signals of this block, 

** n = 0,1,2,3....16 

The AHB decoder is used to decode the address of each transfer and provide a select signal for theslave that is 

involved in the transfer. A single centralized decoder is required in all AHB implementations. The decoder 

selects the signals from the slave that is involved in the transfer with the bus master. 

 
Clock and Reset Generator:- 
Following are the interface signals of this block. This block will generate clock and reset signals for test bench 

as well as DUT .IP Clock Period is 2 times the clock period of AHB clock, It has a task “resetgen” which is 

invoked and generate a reset when a request is asserted from top. Reset is active for 300ns. 

 
Tx IP Model :- 
This IP model is the Bus functional model used to provide the necessary signals to the RTL when it operates in 

transmitter mode, This model will detect a incoming data valid signal, and accordingly generate a 

ip_in_progress signal and toggle the data_valid_ack signal, This model also checks for first byte signal and last 
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byte signal and accordingly display the messages, For normal transfer, it generates the ip_in_progress signal and 

keep it high , but if incoming signal xfer_typ value indicates the abnormal transfer, then it disable the 

ip_in_progress signal to generate the abnormal condition. The Input data coming from RTL will will captured in 

a file ”IPDataIn.txt”, to be used in the tasks for comparison. 

 

 
Rx IP Model:- 
This IP model is the Bus functional model used to provide the necessary signals to the RTL when it operates in 

receiver mode, This model will detect a incoming data request signal, and accordingly generate a 

ip_in_progresssignal ,toggle the rx_data_valid signal, along with sending the random data . This model also 

checks for first byte signal and last byte signal and accordingly display the messages, For normal transfer, it 

generates the ip_in_progress signal and keep it high , but if incoming signal xfer_typ value indicates the 

abnormal transfer, then it disable the ip_in_progress signal to generate the abnormal condition. The Data to be 

send to RTL is generated random ally in this module and also stored into the external file ”IPDataOut.txt” to be 

used in the tasks for comparison. 

 

 
 

AHB Target Model :- 
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Following are the interface signal of this block. 

 
 

3. Functional description 

The AHB Slave block interfaces the AHB bus to the DMA channel registers. The AHB masters are capable of 

initiating single information exchange or data transfer. To initiate a transfer, CPU will program all the 

operational registers of the peripheral IP and all the operational registers of the AHB-DMA.  

In the wake of programming, it will program thecontrol word register of DMA which will empower the DMA 

expert controller. Information exchange with its related channel happen utilizing “data Valid/Req” and “data 

acknowledge” signals. At the point when the programmed bytes (data) are transferred, an “End of transfer 

interfere with” (Tx or Rx) is created by the DMA and send to the intrude on controller. 

FIFO (Tx& Rx) inside the DMA, can have either an altered or parameterizable depth. If there should arise an 

occurrence of Transmit, When-ever FIFO is not FULL, Data brought from the framework memory launching 

32/16/8 bit access will be built into the TX-FIFO. Essentially, in the event of receive, at whatever point FIFO is 

not EMPTY, Data read from the RX-FIFO is stored away to framework memory.  

 

 

 

          AHB 

 

 

Microprocessor Memory 
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Fig.3: AHB-DMA Controller & It’s I/f Block Diagram 

ARC processor programs an arrangement of control registers through its AHB slave interface.The data block 

size ought not 32 bit aligned on the grounds that by utilizing this ground bit, mix of 8/16/32 bit information 

cannot receive or transmit.  

At whatever point the FIFO is empty, 8/16/32 bit data which comes from AHB bus are store to Tx-FIFO, before 

sending this information to peripheral device.Similarly to Tx-FIFO, receiving data from peripheral to AHB bus 

firstly stored in Rx-FIFO as shown in fig (2)  

Data Transmission (AHB to peripheral):  

This operation is done in two stages: (1) AHB to Tx-FIFO (2) Tx-FIFO to peripheral.  

(1) AHB to Tx-FIFO:Processor programs the IP and DMA registers. Contingent on the estimation of 

block size register, quantities of bits 8/16 or 32 are permits to AHB bus. As per the estimation of bus 

arbiter, data is read from memory and save in Tx-FIFO. 

(2) Tx-FIFO to peripheral: Here IP Interface is utilized for transfer of data. When data comes to the Tx-

FIFO, it illuminates the accessibility of valid data and permit transfer it to peripheral. At the clock of 

last byte it informs the availability of last byte and transfersit to peripheral.Finally "END OF 

TRANSFER" signal is given after transmitting the entire data. 

DATA Reception (peripheral to AHB):  

There are two steps of transferring data from peripheral to AHB:  

(1)  IP Interface to Rx-FIFO: During the reception of data, processor program DMA register to 

enableDMA master in Rx mode. In the event that Rx-FIFO is not full then a signal is send else first-

byte-signal is indicated which meaning the storing of first byte in Rx-FIFO. 

 

 

 

NO 
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Tx Channel   
Register  Set 

 
Rx FIFO 

Rx Channel   
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AHB Master Issue commands 

Slave samples commands at edge of the clock 

HTRANS = NONSEQ 
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Fig.4.Flowchart of the frequency optimization in AHB DMAC 

Rx-FIFO to AHB: Depending upon block count 8/16/32 bit data is send to AHB side from Rx-FIFO. 

At last byte clock, signal of last byte is shown and it sends to AHB. At the end of transfer of last byte 

“END OF TRANSFER” signal conforms the sending of last byte. 

4. Simulation: 

 
Fig.5. Waveforms for DMA top module 

 

ARBITER judges and provide grant signal 

AHB DMAC issues instruction according to h_wdata 
and h_addr 

AHB DMAC transfers data, slave sends HRRADY signal To 
master after N clock  

Master sample size when h_write became high 

h_dma_sel = 1 
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Fig.6. Waveforms for DMA AHB master interface 

 

 
Fig.7. Waveforms for DMA AHB target or slave interface 

 

5. Conclusion: 

This dissertation described optimization of frequency in AHB (Advanced High Performance Bus) Inorder to 

verify th e claimed performance, proposed approaches  aretested usinga Modelsim SE 6.4 and Xilinx ISE 12.1 

software’s.This dissertation will also provide the knowledge about low latency AHB (Advanced High 

Performance Bus ) DMA controller and also give knowledge about the IP core the cost of IP core is very high in 
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today’s Market so this dissertation is beneficial for me as far as it will use in many industries. This design is also 

used such kind of modeling style and tool that the digits is also power aware in generation type DMA’s core.The 

RTL Simulation of AHB DMA Controller has been verified and validated by using suitable test benches. The 

technique used in it is pipelining which is helpful to improve the dada rate and optimize the frequency. The 

Synthesis of AHB DMA Controller has been successfully completed by the extraction of Synthesized & verified 

by comparing the Gate level Simulation with RTL Simulation results.The various scenarios for each component 

in the AMBA-AHB bus design are verified effectively during the simulation with respect to its behavior. In the 

non-pipelined architecture it has been observed that 64-bit (8-byte) data has been transferred at the rate of 72 

clocks and after pipelining same data has been transferred at the rate of 65 clocks. 
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